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the order of topics

1) Prinz’s embodied appraisal theory of emotion

2) The ‘adrenaline objection’ and the new 

adrenaline objection

3) Possible replies to the new adrenaline objection 

on behalf of Prinz.

4) Why does this teach us about emotion?
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embodied appraisal theory

Prinz 2004:

Cognitive representations

“representations that are under the control of the organism rather 

than the environment.”

(E.g. mental images, concepts, propositions, but not perceptions.)

Cognitive states

States that exploit or contain cognitive representations.

(E.g. beliefs, but according to Prinz not emotions.)
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The Adrenaline Objection and 

the New Adrenaline Objection



the adrenaline objection

Is there emotion-specific physiology?

Yeah, 

probably.
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the adrenaline objection

Schachter & Singer (1962)

“Cognitive, social, and physiological

determinants of emotional state”
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Prinz’s objections:

(P1) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct

behavior are in different emotional states.

(P2) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct 

behavior are in the same physiological state.

(P3) Even if these assumptions are true, there can be
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the new adrenaline objection
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does not compare the 

anger and euphoria 

scenarios.
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the new adrenaline objection

Schachter & Singer 1962, p. 395

(Forget this.)



the new adrenaline objection

Schachter & Singer 1962, pp. 395–396

When beliefs and physiological states 

contradict each other with respect to whether 

an emotional response is called for, beliefs  

can  trump  physiology.
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Possible replies to the New 

Adrenaline Objection



replies to NAO

Prinz’s objections:

(P1) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct

behavior are in different emotional states.

(P2) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct 

behavior are in the same physiological state.

(P3) Even if these assumptions are true, there can be

false detections.
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Prinz’s objections:

(P1) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct

behavior are in different emotional states.

(P2) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct 

behavior are in the same physiological state.

“subjects who display distinct emotional behavior”

=

subjects in anger experiment

subjects in euphoria experiment
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(P3) Even if these assumptions are true, there can be

false detections.
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replies to NAO

Prinz’s objections:

(P1) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct

behavior are in different emotional states.

(P1′) The emotional behavior in S&S’s study is not 

evidence of genuine emotional episodes.



replies to NAO

(P1′) The emotional behavior in S&S’s study is not 

evidence of genuine emotional episodes.

Two measures: coded observation

participant self-report

Prinz: All participants self-reported positive affect,

even in the anger experiment.





replies to NAO

Prinz’ worry is not decisive, and anyway only 

applies to the ‘anger’ experiment.



replies to NAO

Reisenzein (1983)

1. Intensification of emotional reactions through 

misattribution of extraneous cause,

2. Reduction of emotional reactions through reductions of 

arousals,

3. Misattribution of emotional arousal to a neutral source.

NAO

Reduction of emotional reactions through correct 

attribution of increased arousal to extraneous cause.
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No attempted replication of 

Schachter & Singer 1962 

features the 

informed/ignorant contrast.



replies to NAO

Prinz’s objections:

(P2) S&S assume that subjects who display distinct 

behavior are in the same physiological state.

(P2′) Sufficiently similar physiological conditions did not 

obtain between the epinephrine-ignorant and 

epinephrine-informed conditions.



replies to NAO

(P2′) Sufficiently similar physiological conditions did not 

obtain between the epinephrine-ignorant and 

epinephrine-informed conditions.

Even participants in the placebo condition displayed 

emotional behaviors.

Even if epinephrine-informed participants failed to manifest 

the relevant physiological changes, this failure must be 

attributed to a difference in their beliefs.

(Which are cognitive states.)
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replies to NAO

Prinz’s objections:

(P1′) The emotional behavior in S&S’s study is not 

evidence of genuine emotional episodes.

(P2′) Sufficiently similar physiological conditions did not 

obtain between the epinephrine-ignorant and 

epinephrine-informed conditions.

(P3) Even if these assumptions are true, there can be

false detections.



So What Do We Learn?
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speculative conclusions

Emotion is not just a body-to-brain affair.

Even if high-level cognition is phylogenetically new, it is 

highly integrated into phylogenetically old systems, 

including affective and emotional systems.

Emotion can be modulated by manipulating high-level 

cognition (think of cognitive therapy).
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